
 

 

 

 

 

2
nd
 Annual BCSL Championship Parents/Coaches/Officials Relay Race! 

 

100 Yards “Free” Relay 

 
- Unlimited # of relays entered per club @ $40 / relay ($10 / person). This year, percentage of the 

money made off of the relays will be donated to the Francis Parrish Scholarship fund that is in the 

process of being developed.   Checks and entries due at time of swimmers dues for 

Championships (no deck entries).  Checks payable to host swim team (“NLH Swim Team” for 

2017)  

- Any stroke(s) that can get you to swim one length of the pool as fast as possible!  

- Coaches must be paid coaches that were on payroll by June 15 of the current summer  

- ONLY 1 coach per relay (if you have 4 coaches that wish to participate, you must have at least 4 

relays and fill the remaining 3 spots of each relay with officials/parents) 

- If a coach is also a parent, they will be officially coded as a coach (this avoids more than 1 coach 

per relay).   A coach CAN be a current swimmer. 

- A qualified parent must have a current swimmer on the club team they are representing that is 

entered in the current year’s Championship Prelims (if your child is swimming in a different 

swim meet or is on vacation, or is otherwise unavailable, you are disqualified from swimming) 

- A qualified official must have officiated at least 1 swim meet at a Butler County Swim Meet 

during the current season 

- Races will take place at Championship Prelims.  There will be 2 sets of races in order to 

maximize parent involvement; one will be immediately after the morning session of prelims 

(11&over kids) and the second will be immediately after the afternoon session of prelims (10&U 

kids) and will be timed final with unlimited heats 

- Each coach/official/parent can only participate in 1 relay (not per session) 

- Top 3 relays per swim club will score 

- In case of a tie, Tie breaker goes to the team that had the fastest relay between the two teams.  

- Winning Club will be announced at Championship Finals  

Top score will win: 

1. Traveling Trophy with engraved plate (similar to the Stanley Cup) 

2. Bragging rights for the next year 

3. Memories that can be shared with your kids and grandkids and swimmers for generations 

 



 

 

 

Keep in mind that the winning relay is not the winning club!  The winning club is the winner of the total 

points scored.  There is strategy to how you stack your relays in order to maximize points. 

 

 

 

 

The points will be awarded as follows: 

1st: 32 pts 

2nd: 26 pts 

3rd: 24 pts 

4th: 22 pts 

5th: 20 pts 

6th: 18 pts 

7th: 16 pts 

8th: 13 pts 

9th: 12 pts 

10th: 11 pts 

11th: 10 pts 

12th: 9 pts 

13th:  7 pts 

14th:  5 pts 

15th:  4 pts 

16th:  3 pts 

17th:  2 pts 

18th:  1 pt 

 

If NLH has 6 relays entered, for example, we will code them as “NLH A, NLH B, NLH C, NLH D, NLH 

E, and NLH F” and run as many heats needed to swim every relay against all other clubs’ entries.  If NLH 

F gets 2nd, NLH C gets 4th, NLH A gets 17th, and NLH B gets 18th, NLH will score 26 pts for 2nd, 22 pts 

for 4th and 2 pts for 17th for a total of 50 points.  Any relay can score, but only the top 3 from each club 

are eligible for points.  In this scenario, even though NLH B finished 18th, their 18th place points will go 

to the relay that finished 19th. If a relay gets 30th place overall, they may score points depending on how 

many relays from one particular club gets eliminated from scoring.  So every relay can have a huge 

impact on the final results! 

 

We would like to make this an incredibly fun and memorable event for all involved! 

 

Please contact Mike Brossart (NLH Head Coach) nlhswimming@gmail.com  with questions and 

comments.  Please forward this to all parents, coaches, and officials and start gathering interest.  Start 

training! 


